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Disclaimer
Certain commercial entities, equipment, or materials may be identiﬁed in this paper in
order to describe an experimental procedure or concept adequately. Such identiﬁcation is
not intended to imply recommendation or endorsement by NIST, nor is it intended to imply
that the entities, materials, or equipment are necessarily the best available for the purpose.
The opinions, recommendations, ﬁndings, and conclusions presented in this paper do not
necessarily reﬂect the views or policies of NIST or the United States Government.
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Purpose of Research
In the U.S. judicial system, forensic footwear examiners provide expert opinions and
interpretations that arise from personal knowledge, training, and experience. Such opinions
and interpretations rely heavily on the examiner’s subjective judgement rather than on an
empirically demonstrable basis. Recognizing this, the U.S. National Academy of Sciences
[1] and the President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology [2] set forth
quantitative and automation goals for forensic pattern disciplines including footwear
impression evaluations. Despite recent progress in automated footwear impression
comparison for database retrieval, there is no end-to-end system available today that can
be deployed in casework to provide quantitative support for examiner conclusions.
Given a questioned impression (crime scene) and a test impression (obtained from a shoe
of interest), an important question to triers of fact is “did the shoe that made the test
impression also make the questioned impression?” In actual casework, the answer to this
question is uncertain and diﬀerent examiners will have diﬀerent levels of conﬁdence
regarding whether or not the two impressions were made by the same shoe. This personal
uncertainty highlights the importance of identifying objective information available to
shape one’s perception. When using a computer algorithm to assign an ordinal similarity
score between two impressions, such objective information can be recognized by considering
questions such as:
• How similar are the test and questioned impressions?
• How similar to the questioned impression are test impressions from other shoes?
• What similarity levels have we seen in the past when comparing test and questioned
impressions known to have come from the same shoe?
• What similarity levels have we seen when comparing test and questioned impressions
from two diﬀerent shoes of arbitrary make, model and size?
• What similarity levels have we seen in the past when comparing test and questioned
impressions from two diﬀerent shoes of the same make, model and size (which we call
‘close non-matches’)?
Though the answers to these questions, by themselves, do not tell us whether or not the
questioned impression was made by the shoe of interest, their answers form an empirical
basis for subsequent subjective interpretation and can help investigators, lawyers, judges,
and jurors alike with the decisions they make throughout the investigative and judicial
processes.
Though research has produced many similarity metrics and scores for quantifying
pattern comparisons, pattern evidence disciplines have long experienced diﬃculty in
applying their methods to casework in a manner that withstands scientiﬁc scrutiny. For
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instance, score-based likelihood ratios (SLR), the most common approach to weight of
evidence assessments based on algorithmic similarity scores, have been, rightfully, the
subject of criticism [3].
The goal of our eﬀort has been to research and develop quantitative methods for
two-dimensional footwear evidence assessment to assist examiners by providing empirical
support for their ﬁndings. The eﬀort’s purpose has been to provide a path forward for
footwear impression evidence evaluation that focuses additional attention on the body of
available empirical information. This eﬀort will change the question from “What is the
weight of evidence?” to “What relevant information is available to help assess the weight of
evidence?” We view this transition as a signiﬁcant advance for both the footwear
impression discipline, and the entire ﬁeld of pattern evidence.

Project Design and Methods
Our approach has been to develop an end-to-end system called Footwear Impression
Comparison System (FICS). The system is based on a workﬂow that reduces the potential
for bias by eliminating side-by-side human evaluation of the questioned impression and test
impressions, parallels the analytic sequence examiners already follow, and provides
quantitative support for examiner ﬁndings in harmony with the Scientiﬁc Working Group
for Shoeprint and Tire Tread Evidence (SWGTREAD) conclusion scale [4]. The ﬁrst
version of this end-to-end workﬂow was made into a proof-of-concept graphical user
interface (GUI) application, which is described in [5, 6, 7]. An additional paper [8] details
subsequent work to replace each component of the initial version focusing on performance
and casework utility.
Throughout the remainder of this document we abbreviate “questioned impression” as Q
and “test impression” as K.
Preliminary testing of the existing workﬂow components was performed using several
sets of data, including impressions obtained with the Everspry EverOS scanner [9], from
the West Virginia University (WVU) Footwear Impression Data [10], from the CSAFE
longitudinal footwear database [11], eight realistic mock crime scene impressions (Qs)
collected in our lab, and other impressions collected in our lab. The eight mock crime scene
impressions are intended to represent a variety of case-like conditions and appear in the top
panel of Figure 1. Each Q was made from one of 6 diﬀerent size-9.5 Nike Dual Fusion St 2
shoes (3 pairs, which had been worn by the same person) and compared to Ks from each of
the 6 shoes. When being compared to a Q from the opposite foot, a K was ﬂipped to
appear as belonging to the same foot as Q. All Ks, which are originally loaded as grayscale
images, are thresholded and binarized after alignment, to obtain binary contact/noncontact
maps. The lower panel of Figure 1 shows an example K from each of the six shoes after
removing a Nike symbol in the heel of each impression that would have shown when K had
been ﬂipped, along with an illustration of the region of interest (ROI) for an impression,
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which is automatically produced using an alpha hull region completion [12] applied to a
thresholded version of K or to a binary contact markup of Q.

Figure 1: Top: Qs used in preliminary workﬂow tests. From left to right: Electrostatic
lift from paper, gel lift of synthetic blood on tile treated with acid fuchsin protein, wet
impression on desktop treated with magnetic powder, gel lift of wet impression on textured
wood treated with aluminum powder, dust impression on glass, gel lift of wet impression on
dusty tile, synthetic blood on tile, gel lift of wet impression on tile treated with aluminum
powder. Bottom: (Blue) Example Ks from each of 6 diﬀerent shoes used in preliminary
workﬂow tests; (Black) Example “region of interest” (ROI)

Results
Annotation: We rely on human pattern interpretation to independently annotate Q and
K. Speciﬁcally, one user (normally the examiner) examines Q and annotates (1) regions of
apparent contact, (2) clarity, or how conﬁdent the user is that the contact and non-contact
annotations would match the features in a K made from the shoe that left Q, and (3)
apparent Randomly Acquired Characteristics (RACs), if any are seen. (These are features
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on the footwear outsole due to wear such as cuts, scratches, tears, holes, stone holds, etc.)
While RAC and contact markups are binary, clarity is currently expressed using a four
tiered color scale. From low to high, the colors and their intended meanings are: red - low
conﬁdence that a mated K would correspond to the markup in this region; orange conﬁdent a mated K would mostly correspond, except near feature edges; yellow conﬁdent a mated K would correspond, even near feature edges; green - like yellow, but
also any prominent RACs are expected to have left a detectable signature in Q. Figure 2
shows example contact and clarity markups. Note that blue is not used to indicate a
clarity level, but to fully exclude regions that could indicate an impression has been ﬂipped
during algorithm testing.

Figure 2: Example markup of Q. From left to right: Q (a gel lift of a wet impression on tile
treated with aluminum powder); overlay of Q and contact markup; contact markup; overlay
of Q and clarity markup; clarity markup.

Ideally, a second user will annotate any Ks for (1) apparent RAC regions and (2) apparent
wear regions, with the aid of looking at the corresponding physical outsole.
Rigid and ﬂexible alignment: We developed rigid and ﬂexible alignment routines to
facilitate similarity scores based on pixel to pixel comparison. Rigid alignment is used to
ﬁnd an initial overlay of K on the binary contact markup of Q and produces an ordered
list of potential ways Q could ﬁt into K. In preliminary testing using cropped regions of
the eight Qs, the rigid alignment methods eﬀectively placed partials representing at least
20% of the outsole area [8]. After rigid alignment, we apply a ﬂexible alignment routine to
accommodate small amounts of distortion that generally occur between any two
impressions from the same shoe. Each phase of alignment produces a score that can be
used to construct preliminary assessments of the similarity between Q and K in the sense
that two dissimilar outsole designs will have low alignment scores, regardless of how one is
positioned relative to the other. We combine the alignment score from rigid alignment with
the size score below as an initial assessment of the design and size correspondence between
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Q and K.
Size score: We evaluate shoe size agreement based on the extent to which ﬂexibly
aligning to Q causes K to expand or contract. Negative size scores occur when K contracts
and positive scores occur when K expands. To test FICS’ potential in evaluating size
diﬀerences, we marked up two questioned impressions from the CSAFE footwear database
[11] and compared each questioned to Ks from 20 size-10 shoes and 20 size-10.5 shoes with
the same design. Combining the size and alignment scores showed good ability to
discriminate between half-size diﬀerences, producing a receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) curve with area under the curve (AUC) greater than 94% [8].
Pattern score: Having a pattern score that captures diﬀerences in wear is critical for
moving towards casework applications, where RAC information is often not available in
questioned impressions. We built models to predict the chance that the contact label of a
given pixel in Q would diﬀer from the label of the corresponding pixel in K based on the
clarity of the pixel in Q. The models also consider how close the pixel is to an edge in K,
whether it is a contact pixel in K, and, if so, whether that contact is labeled as wear. For
each pixel, we compute the ratio of predictions from models trained on mated reference
pairs and close-non-match reference pairs, respectively. Our pattern score is the sum of the
logarithm of these ratios across pixels in the overlapping ROIs of Q and K. We used this
pattern score to compare each of the eight staged Qs (Figure 2) to ﬁve Ks from each shoe
(30 total Ks). In every case, the ﬁve mated Ks produced the top ﬁve pattern scores [8],
indicating strong discrimination among the six close-non-match shoes across a variety of
case-like conditions.
RAC scores: When RACs have been marked in Q or in K, two separate metrics are
computed for each marked RAC region. The ﬁrst is the Jaccard index or Intersection over
Union (IoU) [13], which works well when the RAC signature in Q is prominent enough to
be recognized, or at least suspected, by the user without having seen the outsole [7].
However, it is generally diﬃcult to isolate potential RACs among the undesired noise
inherent in most Qs. For this reason, we have developed a second metric that only relies on
the examiner detecting the RAC region in either K or Q [7]. This metric is designed to
assess the extent to which the RAC region marked in one impression is reﬂected in the
pixel intensities of the other impressions.
Tool for data visualization and score evaluation: For any scoring schemes or metrics,
there are always alternatives. For large data sets, it can be tedious and time-consuming to
analyze the scoring schemes in detail. To facilitate such analyses, we developed VEMOS
(Visual Explorer for Metrics of Similarity) [14]. During score development we can use data
visualization techniques available in VEMOS to assess whether chosen metrics match
intuition or to spot unexpected behavior. Multiple scoring metrics can be combined with
VEMOS to create fused scores with improved discrimination performance. VEMOS data
visualization tools will have even greater value during case evaluation, allowing users to
easily demonstrate and interrogate the information available in the set of reference
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comparisons regarding the meaning of scores obtained in casework evaluation. These
easy-to-use tools focus additional attention on empirical results, thereby further bolstering
the scientiﬁc validity of the evidence evaluation process.
Mapping scores to SWGTREAD conclusion scale: Most examiners conduct
comparisons using a sequential analysis with stages for design, size, wear, and RACs. We
have implemented a parallel sequence for FICS that includes mapping outputs to
SWGTREAD conclusions [4]. This provides a way to walk through a data-based decision
process for how the considered Q and K lead an examiner to a given conclusion. Such a
presentation rightfully draws attention to the collection of reference comparisons that have
been conducted, any of which could be demonstrated if requested, and can help inform the
meaning of the pattern evidence. Details for how scores from various FICS components are
placed in diﬀerent contexts of reference scores and related to conclusion levels can be found
in [7].

Implications for Criminal Justice Policy and Practice
in the U.S.
To address concerns expressed within the broader scientiﬁc community (2009 NAS report
[1], 2016 PCAST report [2]), examiners require a collection of reproducible results capable
of serving as the basis of interpretation. Black box studies seek to provide such a collection
for expert human comparison. While clearly valuable, results based exclusively on human
experts face limitations of within- and between-expert variability and restrictions on the
number of test comparisons an examiner can undertake. If computer algorithms could
perform suﬃciently well, they could provide impartial, quantitative support for examiner
conclusions. Unfortunately, computer algorithms of today have not been demonstrated to
have similar ability as human experts to discriminate between mated and close non-match
footwear impression pairs.
The long-term goal of the research described here is to develop a system that would
eventually be used in casework. This system uses a workﬂow that parallels the scheme
examiners already follow, has the potential to reduce bias, and provides quantitative and
empirical support for examiner ﬁndings in harmony with the SWGTREAD (or similar)
conclusion scale.
Successfully completing the long-term research would be a transformative landmark in
pattern evidence evaluation. When asked to explain their conclusions, experts could ﬁrst
present a ﬂow chart where the direction taken at each node is related to a demonstrable
body of empirical results involving design, size, wear and RAC scores for the current case
comparison, where those scores lie in relation to distributions of reference
ground-truth-known comparisons, and what that means in terms of eliminating or not
eliminating the shoe of interest on the basis of these design, size, wear and RAC scores. If
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pressed, examiners could continue to provide a visual tour through the empirical results
obtained in the current case and the body of information provided by the available
reference comparison collection, including showing the image sets from the reference
comparisons most relevant to the current case. To reduce concerns of bias, the developed
system could be applied in such a way that the examiner who interprets and annotates the
Q has never seen the shoe of investigative interest or its Ks. Evidence evaluations will have
greater repeatability and reproducibility and any disagreement could be traced back to
diﬀerences in how the original impressions were marked up. Once annotated, a single
interpreted image can be used in many automated comparisons. Taken to the extreme,
within a reference database every annotated Q could be automatically compared to every
annotated K. Automated comparison systems can complete more comparisons than can be
accomplished by experts, who must limit participation due to caseloads, conducting fully
manual comparisons. In the future, we envision that standard practice for casework would
include comparing Qs with an entire blind lineup of Ks from many shoes, including a shoe
of investigative interest. Before that time, achieving the research goals identiﬁed in this
work will have immediate impact by assisting experts to provide powerful reports and
testimony that accurately reﬂect the information available and withstand scientiﬁc
scrutiny. This practice will serve as an example to other pattern evidence disciplines for
the scientiﬁc reporting of comparison algorithm results in casework.
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